The purpose of this study is to analyze different types of supply chain uncertainties and suggest strategies to deal with unexpected contingencies to deliver superior operational performance (OP) using symmetrical and asymmetrical modeling approaches. The data were collected through a survey given to 146 supply chain managers within the fast moving consumer goods industry in Thailand. Symmetrical modeling is applied via partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) in order to assess the theoretical relationships among the latent variables, while asymmetrical modeling is applied via fuzzy set qualitative comparative analysis (fsQCA) to emphasize their combinatory causal relation. The empirical results support the theory by highlighting the mediating effect of supply chain strategy (SCS) in the relation between supply chain uncertainty (SCU) and firms' OP and, hence, deliver business sustainability for the firms, demonstrating that the choice of SCS should not be an "either-or" decision. This research contributes by providing an illustration of a PLS-SEM and fsQCA based estimation for the rapidly emerging field of sustainable supply chain management. This study provides empirical support for resource dependence theory (RDT) in explaining the relation between SCU and SCS, which leads to sustainable OP. From a methodological standpoint, this study also illustrates predictive validation testing of models using holdout samples and testing for causal asymmetry.
Introduction
In recent years, the nature of competition has increasingly shifted toward one supply chain competing against another supply chain [1] . Bromiley and Rau and Breton-Miller and Miller have raised the question that why, under uncertainty, some firms outperform others [2, 3] . Typically, supply chains serve the strategic goals through inter-reliant value-adding processes. Hult et al. have argued that the "strategic supply chain management" role is not merely moving products where they need to be, but is also a tool to enhance key outcomes [4, 5] . By nature, supply chain entities are interdependent through sequential, parallel, and network structures, and collaboratively transform raw materials into finished products which can be highly vulnerable to uncertain risks and disruptions [6, 7] .
McKinsey Global Institute (MGI, USA) commissioned a study on globalization and found that geopolitical and domestic political instability will increasingly affect global businesses and their companies. Hence, business continuity and sustainable business performance are going to be a challenge. This is a rising phenomenon and common concern shared by 84% of executives who Hitt et al. [19] and later on followed by Qi et al. [18] explored this relationship have considered uncertainty as a moderator between inter-organizational relationships and performance [15] . Hence, this study attempts to extend this stream of research by focusing on the following gaps in the literature. First, RDT is adopted to examine the direct relationship between SCU (demand and supply) and SCS due to the fact that earlier studies by Wu et al. [20] , Qi et al. [18] , Yusuf et al. [21] , Lee [22] , and Fisher [23] concluded SCS is a broad and multidimensional phenomenon represented by multiple strategies [18, [20] [21] [22] [23] . Second, this research further extends on Fisher and Lee's model who introduced the concept of "strategic supply chain" in response to uncertain environments, and who also examined the context of achieving superior performance through responding to uncertainty [23, 24] . Taking these previous studies as our point of departure, we used RDT [24] , as the theoretical lens to examine an appropriate strategy to achieve superior performance under uncertain supply chain conditions. This study proceeds as follows. Next section proposes and develops some empirically testable hypotheses. Subsequent sections present the data and methodologies used in this research and explain the results. Finally, section five and six brings together the discussion, implications, limitations and future work.
Literature Review and Hypotheses

Theoretical Perspectives
RDT demonstrates how aligning SCU to SCS can affect OP. RDT proposes that firms become involved in exchanges with their environment to secure resources [24] . The underlying premises of RDT are: First, very few organizations are internally self-sufficient on strategic and critical resources, thereby leading to dependence on other firms [25] . Secondly, firms seek opportunities to mitigate uncertainty and manage dependence by purposefully structuring their exchange relationships, establishing formal and semi-formal links with other businesses [26] . Theoretically, establishing such inter-firm relationships is considered when addressing problems of uncertainty and dependence by increasing the level of coordination with the exchange partners [27] .
Barney posited, RDT is in contrast to the well-established resource-based view (RBV), which is more internally focused [28] . RDT emphasizes exclusively complementary resources that can be obtained from external sources for an organization on a contingency basis to sustain or grow under uncertainty [29] . As supply chain partners work in close collaboration, they often become more dependent on each other. However, RDT suggests that in the case of uncertainty, firms should seek supply chain-wide integration and avoid dependencies. Thus, RDT has a high level of value in the supply chain context. In a supply chain context, the uncertainty arises from volatile demands and supply markets, and, to deal with such uncertainties, the match with a specific type of strategy will be contingent upon that condition.
We build and test an integrated model to investigate the relationships among SCU, SCS, and OP and how SCS mediates the relationship between SCU and OP. Based on the extant literature, a conceptual model (Figure 1 ) is proposed to display the hypothesized relationships among SCU, SCS, and OP.
The Effects of SCU on SCS
SCU relates to decision-making in situations where the decision maker is at risk due to: lack information or its environment; lack of information processing capabilities; inability to accurately predict the outcome; or, lack of effective control mechanisms [30] . The uncertainty in the supply chain arises from the variation in demand and supply. Arbussa et al., argues that firms need to develop strategic agility to respond to such uncertainties [31] . Demand uncertainty (DU) is characterized by the unforeseen demand variability, in turn creating problems in planning and control that jeopardize delivery performance [23] , while supply uncertainties are the supply side actions that are manifested through late deliveries, poor quality of incoming materials or parts. On the other hand, SCS refers to coordination and commitment of many firms to implementing company strategic objectives and utilizes inter-firm coordination as the capability that facilitates achievement of targets [32] . According to Lee, some uncertainty characteristics require supply chain strategies with initiatives and innovations that can provide a competitive edge to companies [22] . On the contrary, Fisher argued that functional products are characterized by predictable demand, long product life cycles, and lower profit margins [23] . Thus, firms handling such products require lower levels of capability to respond to frequent design changes and volume fluctuations. As these are low margin products, such firms put heavy emphasis on cost efficiency. Lee has expanded on Fisher's work by incorporating levels of supply uncertainty [22, 23] . Lee's model emphasizes four strategic choices: efficient supply chain (ESC), responsive supply chain (RSC), risk-hedging supply chain (RHSC), and agile supply chain (ASC). ESC deals with creating the highest cost efficiencies in the supply chain [22] . RHSC aims at pooling and sharing resources in a supply chain so that the risks of supply disruption can also be shared [22] . Lee argued that a responsive supply chain strives to be responsive and flexible to the changing and diverse needs of the customers [22] . The ASC is responsive and flexible to customer needs [22] .
An ESC strategy is developed on both low demand and supply uncertainty, whereas firms that adopt an RHSC strategy hedge against supplier uncertainty. These businesses address challenges that are related to process reliability, the supply base and long lead times from source to production, although they produce functional products [20, 22] . Thus, a firm adopting an RHSC strategy is high in supply uncertainty, but low on-demand uncertainty due to the very nature of innovative products, which makes demand volatile, shortens the lifecycle, and provides greater profit margins [23] . Typically, firms deploying a responsive SCS attempt to be flexible to the changing and diverse demands of their customers, reflecting a moderate degree of price and service consciousness [33] . Such firms are focused on improving quality, delivery, modular design, and reliability performance. These improvements are beneficial to an SCS with innovative products, while they are reliable and have a stable supply base [22] . Finally, an ASC has an evolving process in which customer demands remain unstable, and suppliers are unreliable and limited. Such firms emphasize their resources and capabilities on quality, delivery dependability, and after-sales service [20, 22, 33] . Hence, firms with an ASC strategy view both supply and demand as having high uncertainty. Based on the above arguments, we propose the following hypothesis: Hypothesis 1 (H1). SCU positively influences the managerial decision to adopt specific SCS.
The Effects of the SCS on OP
Largely driven by globalization, in modern business practices competition has shifted from 'firm versus firm' to 'supply chain versus supply chain'. Ketchen and Hult argued that the best value of supply chain management is reflected in how firms use their supply chains as "strategic weapons" to gain an advantage over competitors [34] . Because the supply chains span into a borderless and invisible process, cost and quality are now taken as constants, which leaves the emphasis on OP on speed and flexibility [35] . Thus, OP refers to the time required to deliver a customer's order, and is measured regarding speed and flexibility [35] . Speed is the elapsed time from when a customer establishes a need to order until the product is delivered and is ready for customer use. Flexibility is the ability to accommodate special situations, like unusual or unexpected customer requests. Flynn et al. posit to respond effectively, it requires a supply chain to determine the nature of uncertainty it is facing and create an alignment with appropriate strategy [36] . Similarly, Stevens and Johnson concluded to evaluate the effectiveness of strategy the supply chain requires to measure its' OP with relevant metrics [37] . The evaluation of the performance of adopted strategy is critical to help steer the supply chain decisions in the desired direction. Therefore, the improvement and assessment of OP are important because it will enhance efficiency across a supply chain. This discussion forms the basis of the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2 (H2). SCS is positively related to a firm's OP.
Hypothesis 3 (H3)
. SCS mediates the relation between SCU and a firms' OP.
Research Methodology
Data Collection Process
Survey data were collected from firms based in Thailand. The respondents were typically the supply chain decision makers of their firms. Phillips suggests that high-ranking informants tend to be more reliable sources of information than low-ranking ones [38] . Respondents were randomly selected from the list of registered companies in the Thailand Business Directory published by Teleinfo Media Public Co. Ltd., Bangkok, Thailand in 2015-2016. The sample firms included businesses of various sizes e.g., small, medium, and large. A combination of mail, e-mail, and telephone survey was used to collect data. In this study, respondents were requested to evaluate the extent, on a 5-point Likert scale, with which their firms practice the various aspects of measures. Although the use of single informants may result in method variance, as well as informant bias, the logistics or supply chain manager is most likely to be the most knowledgeable informant on the issue [39] . Consequently, of the 307 surveys sent out, 155 were returned. There were 146 usable responses included in the subsequent analysis. The overall response rate was 47.56%. The response rate is reasonably acceptable when compared to that of recent studies in operations management [40] . Summary details of the firms are presented in Appendix A. The survey was conducted over a period of two-and-a-half-month. Two techniques were used to improve the response rate, which was: (1) following up with reminder phone calls, and (2) promising to mail a final summary of the study's results to responding firms for their reference.
Measurement Scales
The measurement of the constructs is based on existing validated scales. All the constructs in this study are operationalized in a reflective-reflective type 1 model based on theoretical considerations [41] . The scale of SCU draws on eight-item scales from Chen and Paulraj [42] , which many prior studies have also used. Similarly, based on prior research, the scale of SCS draws on fourteen-item scales from [22, 43] . Finally, based on earlier studies, the scale of OP draws on eight-item scales from Bayraktar et al. [44] .
Symmetrical Modeling Approach
The research model (Figure 1 ) is analysed by employing a partial least square-structural equation modelling (PLS-SEM), as implemented in SmartPLS 3 [45] . SmartPLS 3 assesses the psychometric properties of the measurement model and estimates the parameters of the structural model simultaneously. PLS-SEM is a widely accepted variance-based, descriptive, and prediction oriented technique to SEM [46, 47] . Using PLS-SEM is particularly more suitable when the research objective focuses on prediction and explaining the variance of key target constructs by different explanatory constructs [48] [49] [50] ; the sample size is relatively small [48] , and/or the available data is non-normal; and, if covariance-based SEM provides no, or at best questionable results [46, 47, 51] .
Asymmetrical Modeling Approach
The hypothesized paths suggest a causal relation leading from SCU, through SCS, to OP (Figure 1) . However, this relation may be more complex. That complexity is empirically scrutinized by a conventional correlational method (i.e., PLS-SEM) and an innovative configurational method based on set-theoretical approaches (i.e., fsQCA). Indeed, configurations play a crucial role in management research [52, 53] . FsQCA is often applied in management research in conjunction with conventional statistical methods (regression for instance) [54] [55] [56] . However, it differs from them in the way that it prompts the researcher to go beyond mono-causality rationale and brings out the multiplicity of causal paths underlying management phenomena by using fsQCA software [57] . FsQCA approach uses Boolean algebra to generate a combination of causal conditions leading to an outcome. Central to fsQCA approach is the calibration procedure and the truth table analysis. The calibration is a transformation process consisting in converting conventional measures into fuzzy sets. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics for the latent constructs. The results of the measurement model reveal that the model meets all of the minimum requirements. Firstly, all of the first-and second order-constructs with reflective items suggest a good indicator reliability with few indicator loadings below 0.70 (Table 2 ). However, since the criteria for reliability and convergent validity were met, we decided to retain all original items, as suggested by Hair et al. [46] . Secondly, Cronbach's alpha and composite reliability values range from 0.70 to 0.91, thus meeting the commonly accepted threshold level [58] . Thirdly, all of the average variance extracted (AVE) values of the first-and second-order constructs are above 0.50 [59] , supporting the construct measures' convergent validity. To examine the discriminant validity, this study uses two approaches: First, the results of cross loading show that all of the items load is higher on their respective constructs than on the other constructs, and that the differences between loadings and cross loading are much higher than the suggested threshold of 0.1 [60] . Second, Table 1 shows that the square root of AVE is greater than the corresponding construct correlation [59] on the diagonal.
Data Analysis and Findings
Evaluation of the Measurement Model
Finally, the constructs in this study are operationalized in a reflective-reflective type 1 model based on theoretical considerations [41] . This study applies a two-stage approach to evaluate the hierarchical second-order latent constructs. In the first stage, the repeated indicator approach is used to obtain the latent variable scores for all the first-order constructs, which, in the second stage, serve as manifest variables in the measurement model of second-order constructs [41, 51] .
Evaluation of the Structural Model
The structural model is assessed employing the guidelines in [46] . First, this study examines the model for collinearity. The results show minimal collinearity with the variance inflation factor (VIF) for two sets of (predictor) constructs because they are much less than the common threshold of 5 [61] . Therefore, collinearity among the predictor's constructs in the structural model is not a problem. Second, the model predictability is assessed using R 2 values for the dependent latent variables. The R 2 values of SCS (0.16) and OP (0.24) are in line with prior research [62, 63] , supporting the PLS-SEM model's in-sample explanatory power [64] .
Third, the sizes and significance of the path coefficients that represent the derived hypotheses were examined. To obtain the significance levels, the bootstrapping procedure (with some 5000 bootstrap samples and 146 bootstrap cases, using no sign changes) was run. As shown in Table 3 , the results indicate that SCU has a significant effect on SCS (β = 0.30 ***; t = 3.91; CI 0.90 : (0.22, 0.27) and OP (β = 0.27 **; t = 3.02; CI 0.90 : (0.26, 0.31). In addition, SCS has a significant effect on OP (β = 0.25 **; t = 3.20; CI 0.90 : (0.22, 0.27). These results confirmed that all three hypotheses were accepted.
Fourth, the values of the effect size f 2 and q 2 of 0.02, 0.15, and 0.35 are regarded as small, medium, or large [65] , respectively. The results of the f 2 and q 2 effect sizes concerning all of the relations in the model are provided in Table 3 . Finally, a blindfolding procedure was run to evaluate the model's predictive relevance. All of the Q 2 values are considerably above zero, thus providing support for the model's predictive relevance regarding out-of-sample prediction [48] as shown in Figure 1. 
Mediation Analysis
This study follows Zhao et al.'s recommendations to examine mediation effects in the model [66] . Zhao et al. posit the key condition in showing mediation is that the indirect effect is significant [66] . The bootstrapping procedure facilitates the exploration of the SCS (mediator) simultaneously in the association between SCU (independent variable) and OP (dependent variable) [67] . Based on Zhao et al., this study applies the recommended 5000 bootstrap samples at the 90% confidence level [66] . The structural equation model is examined to determine whether SCS mediates the effect of SCU on OP. The results show the existence of a significant indirect effect of SCU on OP with the SCS mediator (β = 0.07 ****; t = 13.31; CI 0.90 : (0.06, 0.07), thus suggesting that SCS mediates the association between SCU and OP. However, the direct effect of SCU on OP shows partial mediation. The variance was (VAF) 22.15%; that is, there was a partial mediation or complementary mediation [66] . Further, the meditation testing, using the Baron and Kenny's [68] procedure, produced highly similar results to those attained using the Zhao et al.'s method [66] , thus suggesting SCS mediates the association between SCU and OP.
fsQCA Results
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" and " Table 4 shows the existence of five causal paths leading to high OP. They represent various combinations of SCS and SCU. Each part of the overall solution has a consistency greater than 0.80, which can be considered acceptable. These five solutions demonstrate the existence of a first-order equifinality (e.g., Fiss) in the analysis of the OP of the supply chain [53] . In Solution 1 (1a and 1b), the SCS consists of a conjunction of lack of ASC, efficiency, responsiveness, and a lack of risk hedging, while the SCU is only based on a demand uncertainty. In Solution 1a, efficiency and a lack of risk hedging constitute the core conditions regarding the SCS. These conditions have a strong causal relation with high OP (the outcome). Conversely, responsiveness and lack of agility are peripheral or contributing conditions, which imply that they have a low causal relation with the high OP. Regarding SCU; demand uncertainty maintains a strong causal relationship with the high OP of the supply chain, regardless of the presence or absence of supply uncertainty. Solutions 1a and 1b provide evidence of a second-order equifinality (e.g., Fiss) [53] . Indeed, comparing Solutions 1a and 1b indicates that a high demand uncertainty and a high uncertainty in supply can be treated as substitutes. These results also demonstrate that companies can achieve a high OP even though they do not hedge against risks and do not encounter agility in their supply chain. Solution 2 indicates that certain companies may engage an SCS to a lesser extent, although they face an uncertainty context marked by high demand uncertainty and low supply uncertainty. In contrast, Solution 3 emphasizes that companies may deploy other massive supply chain strategies in the absence of high uncertainty in their supply chain. Solutions 4 and 5 suggest that companies encountering a high level of uncertainty may implement differentiated supply chain strategies.
To additionally examine the causal asymmetry assumption underlying fsQCA, a new outcome variable was created that represents the absence of the high OP of the supply chain. The new outcome is computed as the negation of the high OP of the supply chain examined in Table 4 , and investigated with the same six conditions reflecting the SCS and uncertainty. The analysis was not conclusive in emphasizing the manner in which the asymmetrical nature of the causal relations led to either a high or low OP. Indeed, we obtain a solution only when lowering the cut-off of the truth table algorithm from "0.8" down to "0.75".
Testing for Predictive Validity
Previous PLS-SEM and fsQCA analyses demonstrate how well the model investigated fits the data. They are not indicative of how independent variables (conditions) predict dependent variables (result). Thus, a predictive analysis is performed in this study [75] [76] [77] . This study follows the procedure in Cepeda-Carrión et al. to report the predictive validity of the PLS-SEM model as follows [77, 78] : first, two-thirds of the sample is randomly chosen, which is composed of 96 samples as the training set; the remaining 50 samples represent the holdout sample. The training set is used to estimate the parameters in the model. Using the holdout sample, each indicator is standardized, and the construct scores are formed as linear combinations of the respective indicators using the weights obtained from the training sample. The construct scores are standardized. For the OP of the endogenous construct in the holdout sample, the predictive scores are created by using the path coefficients obtained from the training sample. The correlation between the predictive scores and construct scores is 0.63 (p < 0.01), which suggests that the PLS-SEM model has acceptable predictive validity. Furthermore, the predictive validity of fsQCA analysis is made following recent empirical studies [20, 56, 75, 76, 79] . Table 5 highlights that the patterns of the complex combination of conditions are causally consistent indicators of a high level of supply chain OP. Furthermore, Figure 2 shows that the first part of the solution of the modeling subsample is causally relevant in predicting the high OP of the supply chain with a consistency higher than "0.80" (0.91). Predictive tests for the remaining four parts of the solution of the modeling subsample show the high consistency of the outcome under investigation. All of the results will be provided at the request of any interested readers. 
Discussion and Conclusions
This study provides empirical support for RDT in explaining the relationship between SCU and SCS, which leads to firms' OP. By focusing on uncertainty and strategy this study contributes towards context specific sustainable supply chain management research, as prescribed by Busse and Mollenkopf [80] . Also, fsQCA provides a more fine-grained analysis of SCU and strategy alignment. Findings from both PLS-SEM and fsQCA constitute a significant contribution to and an extension of the literature in supply chain management. For researchers, this study also demonstrates that the application of PLS-SEM, along with fsQCA, allow one to test an interlinked set of hypotheses simultaneously in a prediction oriented modeling because the model in this study contained a series of dependence relationships.
This study also illustrates predictive validation testing of models using holdout samples and testing for causal asymmetry. From a research implication standpoint, this research contributes by illustrating a PLS-based estimation for a rapidly emerging field of study of supply chain management. In an uncertain environment, supply chain partners tend to work in close collaboration; they often become more dependent on each other. However, instead of just collaborating, firms should seek supply chain-wide integration and avoid dependencies.
Based on the results, we found support for hypotheses H1 and H2. This implies that SCU internally leads to the selection of a specific strategy that will contribute to firms' OP. In addition, the empirical findings lend support for hypothesis H3, which illustrates that SCS has a mediating role in a firm's OP. This finding is due to businesses that engage in managing SCS look for ways to enhance each other's competitiveness.
Overall, this study contributes to the literature on the most debated link between SCU and OP which is mediated by the SCS. The combined causal relationship investigated through fsQCA nuances those contributions. Unlike Paulraj and Chen, who found that demand uncertainty has no impact on SCS [25] , this study shed insights into the link between SCU and SCS. Indeed, this study shows that in the relationship leading to OP, SCU dimensions offer alternative decision-making approaches (see Solutions 1a and 1b).
According to the adopted theoretical premise of RDT, under uncertain (both supply and demand) circumstances, due to resource scarcity, firms attempt to collaborate with their supply chain partners to respond to the volatile environment. This finding is also supported by Berti and Mulligan that, in an uncertain market environment firms typically experience declining profit and the reduced cost price [81] . As a result, sustainability of firms may be at stake that leads to increased barriers to market access with the inevitable effect of market abandonment.
From a methodological perspective, this study illustrates the usefulness of applying complementarities of PLS-SEM and fsQCA in empirically unpacking the OP differentials as they are examined in SCU and SCS research. The PLS-SEM methodology is suitable in explaining the causal paths through which SCU and SCS ultimately affect performance, whereas fsQCA provides a deeper understanding of the complex, non-linear, and synergistic effects of supply chain risk management in conditioning the effect of SCU and SCS on performance. The PLS-SEM results demonstrate the general tendency, whereas fsQCA uncovers the multiple realities that exist in terms of achieving the desired state [55, 82] . Ultimately, this study confirms that the use of PLS-SEM supplemented with fsQCA approach suggests that the scholarly community may apply such combinative approach to make this multi-mixed approach a formidable statistical tool.
The findings of the research have several meaningful implications for managers in the global marketplace. Before formulating a strategy, managers should analyse the nature and source of inherent uncertainty within their supply chain, and align this source with an appropriate strategy. This will contribute to better OP. Solutions 2 and 5 indicate that whether or not uncertainty is apparent, managers do not need/have an SCS to achieve OP (Solution 2), whereas in an uncertain supply environment, one needs to have a strategy for high performance (Solution 5).
The practitioners may utilize this knowledge as a guideline to ensure that a "strategic fit" between firm and supply chain partners is created and to support the improvement of decision-making to ensure that there is an appropriate strategic approach for the customer and supplier to best influence a firm's OP. We are also aware that core to fsQCA is to consider each indicator of the latent constructs with equal importance in the causal paths. Using importance-performance map analysis (IPMA) [37, 77] , we might gain a deeper understanding of the importance which each indicator composing SCS and SCU intervenes in the causal paths to sustainable OP. IPMA enables managers to prioritize their organizational and managerial actions. It also helps managers to identify important areas for the improvement of marketing or management activities. In this study, both PLS-SEM and fsQCA results show that SCS and SCU have the highest importance on sustainable OP. Therefore, practitioners may note that a one-point increase in the performance of SCU and SCS are expected to increase the performance of OP by the value of the total effect (0.46) and (0.17) respectively.
Research Limitations and Future Research
The current study is based on the data collected from one single economy within one single industry. Hence, the findings may not be generalizable to other economies and industries. This study has been conducted based on an inductive approach with cross-sectional data. However, future research may consider using longitudinal data to see the changes over time. In addition, supply chain uncertainty should encourage collaborative efforts within the partners that would contribute to better operational performance [83] , future research should incorporate the supply chain collaborative dimensions in the model. Touboulic and Walker suggested sustainable supply chain management is emerging as an applied field of knowledge and due to its' applied orientation, an action research approach would be more meaningful [84] . By nature, the problems in the supply chain are often inter-disciplinary and concerned with the impact on society and business, at large. Also, this raises a future research question, 'to what extent can market/supply chain forces drive sustainability?' Finally, taking into consideration Schlittgen et al., PLS-IRRS, instead of PLS-SEM, should be jointly used with fsQCA [36] . This could be useful to address issue related unobserved heterogeneity that our data may contain. For future research and taking into consideration Schlittgen et al., the iteratively reweighted regressions segmentation method for PLS (PLS-IRRS), instead of PLS-SEM, should be jointly used with fsQCA [36] . This could be useful to address issue related unobserved heterogeneity that our data may contain.
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